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PROBLEMS OF AC r~UIRING USE OF A FARM 
When the first census was taken in 1890 less than one 
ar cent of the farms of Oklahoma were operated by tenants.! 
~is was only one year after the State was opened for settle 
:lnt and early homesteaders still were holding their land. 
1e 1900 census showed over two-fifths of the· farms of the 
~ate tenant-operated. During the next years the number in-
~eased, and by 1910 the census showed 54.8 per cent of the 
irms operated by tenants. (Table 1). 
From 1910 to 1920 the number of tenants declined, main-
r during the period or the World War, but they immediately 
,turned to their former number and higher after the cJnflio· 
1s over. The percentage in 1930 and 1935, respectively, wa: 
.• 5 and 61.2. This means that over one-half of the farmers 
l Oklahoma do not own·the land they cultivate. 
A recent bulletin cited the reasons tor the period of 
cline due to several factors. "A prosperous agricultural 
tuation making the purchase of farms by operators possible 
d the movement of farm population to urban centers thus re-
.cing the number of ta.rm youths going into agrieul ture" wert 
sted as probably the most important.&/ 
The increase in tenancy since the war period was brought 
out by a reversal of this situation. 
u.s.D.I. Bureau of Census, 1930. Vol. 1. 
Harris, Marshall, and Southern, H. A., Unpublished bulletj 
USD.A, BAE. {June, 1939}. 
2. 
Table 1. Tenure of Farm Operators in 
Oklahoma• 
tl~r5 I;u, 
Tenure Number Per ~ent Number Per Cent . . 
Total Operators: 108,000 100.0 190,192 100.0 
Fttll Owners ~3,619 49.6 64,884 34.l . . 
Part Owners . 6,590 6.2 20,520 10.8 . 
Managers . 541 .5 651 .3 . 
• . 
All Tenants** . 47,250 43.7 104;137 54.8 . 
!~2~ !925 . . 
Total Operators: 191,988 100.0 197,218 100.0 
Full Owners . 69., 786 36.3 60,764 30.8 . . . 
Part Owners . 23,.431 12.2 20,462 10.4 . 
Managers 935 .5 494 .2 . . 
All Tenants** . 97,836 51.0 115,498 58.6 . 
1930 1935 . 
• 
Total Operators: 203,866 100.0 213,325 100.0 . . 
Full owners 53,647 26.3 58,796 27.~ . 
• 
Part Owners 24,067 11.8 23,093 10.8 
Managers 823 .4 775 .4 
• .
All Tenants** 125,329 61.5 130,661 61.2 
• • 
* Source: United States Census of Agricult~e, 1935. 
** Includes croppers. 
3. 
A study of the long-time shift, 1910 to 1935, in the 
percentage of tenancy in each of the several type·-o:f-farming 
areas in the State indicates that practically all counties 
in the western portion have experienced an increase in t he 
percentage of tenancy while most of the counties in the east-
ern part ot the state had a decrease. (Table 2). 
Table 2. Per Cent or All Farms Operated by 
Tenants by Type-of-Farming Area* 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 State 
1910 10 34 64 35 58 72 52 77 72 55 
1920 25 40 48 38 53 59 52 60 57 61 
1925 34 44 57 48 57 66 62 68 65 59 
1930 34 46 58 65 64 70 63 70 69 62 
1935 38 49 59 52 63 69 60 71 68 61 
1. Texas, Beaver, Ellis, Cimm.arron. Harper. 
2. Alfalfa, Major, Woodward, Grant, Kay, Garfield, Noble; 
Woods. 
3. Pawnee, Osage, Nowata, Craig, Ottawa, Rogers, Mayes. 
Delaware, Washington. 
4. Roger Mills, Dewey; Blaine, Custer, Washita, Beckham. 
5. Kingfisher, Canadian; Payne, Creek, Lincoln, Grady, 
Oklahoma, Pottawatomie; Seminole; McClain; Logan, 
Okfuskee , Cleveland. 
6. Tulsa, Cherokee; Adair, Wagoner; Okmulgee, McIntosh; 
Hughes, Pittsburg; Haskell, Sequoyah, Muskogee. 
7. Greer, Kiowa; Caddo; Comanche, Tillman, Jackson, Cotton, 
Harmon. 
8. Garvin; Stephens, Jefferson, Carter; Murray, Johnston, 
Marshall; Bryan, Atoka, Pontotoc, Coal, Love. 
9. Choctaw, Pushmataha, McCurtain, Latimer, LeFlore. 
* Sanders, J. T.,CFE, Okla. Agr. Exp. Sta., Vol. VIII,(Oct.1935) 
123. 
4. 
Almost two-tifths of the owner-operators occupied their 
farms tor fifteen years or more, while less than one-twentieth 
of the tenant-operators display this stability or oocupanoy. 
This high degree of mobility is not confined to any one section 
of the State, but it is highest in the eastern sections as is 
shown in Table 4. 
During the two years preceding the taking ot the 1935 
census, 54.9 per cent of the tenant tarmers moved. For owner-
operators the figure was 14.7 per cent. 
. . 
Year . • 
l910 . . 
1920 . . 
1930 . • 
1935 
*source: 
Table 3. Per cent of Tenant-Operators and Owner.-
Operators in Oklahoma Who Had Been On Their 
Farms for Various Periods* 
·Tenant-0 era tors . Owner-0 era tors . 
rs.or Less: Yrs.or More: rs.orLess:l rs.orllore 
per ·oent per cent per ·cent per cent 
68.6 2.0 19.4 26.4 
55.8 4.3 18.9 40.2 
61.6 6.9 15.7 54.7 
54.9 9.0 14.7 53.l 
u. s. Census ot .Agriculture, 1935. 
A total ot 54.9 per cent of Oklahoma tenants move annu.-
ally from one farm to another. This is a total or 69,V07 
moving yearly at an estimated average cost of $50.:,I 
Mobility is a big taetor in Oklahoma. More than 100,000 
of the 130.000 tenant operators 1n Oklahoma were on their 
farms less than tour years. (Tables 4 and 5). 
3/ Nelson, Peter, "Land Tenure and Agricultural Conservation," 
Current Farm Economics, XI, (April, 1938), 32,33. 
TABLE 4 - LENGTH OF FABM OCCUPANCY OF OVTNERS AND TENANTS BY TYPE-OF-FARMING AREAS I N OKLAHOMA 
Ty:r,d of O W N E R' S -~--,-.~-=--
Farming I l YR. OR LESS I 2 TO 4 YEARS I 5 TO 9 YEARS j 10 TO 14 YEARS 115 YRS. OR LONGER I TOTAL REPORTED 
Area No. I WO . % NO. % no . % NO . % · NO . % I NO • % 
l 117 7.3 lb 10.3 2,1 1 . 179 11.2 909 ~ 1,600 100 
2 116 1.1 21s 9.5 324 14.2 , 280 12.2 I 1,288 56.4 1 2,286 100 
3 582 9.2 635 10.1 951 15.1 1 141 11.1 3,401 53-.9 
1
, 6,322 100 
4 164 25.0 I 157 24.o 148 22.6 I 67 10.2 119 18.2 655 100 
5 922 20.6 I 961 21.6 830 19.6 540 12.0 1,114 26.2 I 4, 483 100 
6 385 11.6 438 13.1 653 19.7 I 441 13.2 1.413 42.4 3,335 100 
7 934 13.7 I' 891 13.0 1,076 15.8 I 977 14.3 2,954 43.2 6,832 100 
8 482 15.4 517 16.5 517 16.5 . 460 14.6 1,162 37.0 3,138 100 
9 892 18.4 856 17.7 352 17.5 720 14.8 1,537 31.6 4,857 100 
10 66s 20.4 I 664 20.3 541 16. 1 466 14.3 924 28.3 3,269 100 
11 471 12.2 1· 426 11.0 827 21.4 513 13.2 1,635 42.2 3, 872 100 
12 814 11.7 394 12.8 1,399 20.1 977 14.0 2,374 41.4 6,958 100 
13 219 15.5 j 203 14.4 244 17.3 235 16.6 513 36.2 1,414 100 
14 620 20.9 I 531 18.1 444 14.9 400 13.5 969 32.6 2.910 100 
15 36o 18.4 336 17.2 297 15.2 247 12.6 715 36.6 1,955 100 
16 567 19. 9 I 511 17. 9 464 16. 3 412 14. 5 395 31.4 2. 849 100 
Total for! I I 
State 8,373 14.7 ! 8,414 14.8 . 9,865 17 .4 I 7,655 13.5 I 22,488 39.6--13§.,795 100 
Type of TE N AH TS -~........ . 
Farming Ir l YEAR OR LESS I! 2 TO 4 YEARS : 5 YEARS OR LONGER 1 













1,151 43.8 I 669 25,4 ·1 811 30,8 t 
3.110 3s.1 2,462 24.9 . 3,654 31.0 I 
99~ ~6.6 411 23 .s 344 19.6 I 
5,260 bO.O 2,012 22.9 1,502 17.1 t 
2,575 51.7 1,156 23 .2 1,252 25.1 
7,698 5I-9 2,~26 21.2 2,774 20.9 I 
6,604 5b.9 2,643 22.7 2,368 20.4 · 
10,474 57.7 4,298 23.7 3,380 18.6 
2,395 61.9 961 24.8 515 13.3 
3,054 48.l 1,441 22.7 1,855 29.2 
8,006 53.0 3,447 22.8 3,651 24.2 
2,678 60.2 967 21 .7 803 18.l 
4,673 59.4 1,972 25.1 1,224 15.5 
6 .~~~ s~.o 1.~4~ 24.o 1,346 21.0 ,oim 60.3 2,210 22.0 1,7so 17.7 
29,517 23.2 2 ,8 6 21. 
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These two tables (4 and 4a) also show that in the b~t-
ter farming areas of' northwest and southwest Oklahoma the 
per oent of mobility was less than 50 per cent while in the 
poorer farming areas in northeast, southeast and one spot in 
south central Oklahoma the per cent ot mobility is over 60 
per cent. 
This leaves a direct correlation between high mobility, 
high rate of tenancy, and poor type-ot-tarming area; areas on 
which it has been found that tenants could not make a return.!/ 
This tact is true in other southern states. In .Arkansas, 
for instance, greatest mobility occurs among tenant groups 
contributing only labor in their agreements with landlords, 
and migration is concentrated in groups remaining but one or 
two years on a farm.~ 
On the same basis as the Oklahoma situation one could 
conclude that these areas are those where the farming is 
poorest. 
In other words, the type-of-farming area and the rate 
ot tenancy seem to go hand in hand with the per cent of mo-
bility. That is to say also the farms on which money can be 
made when farmed on the tenant basis do not have as high a 
rate of mobility as the tarms on which it has been shown 
money is lost when farmed on the tenant basis • 
.1f See Tables 4 and 5. 
~ Staff Article, Land Policy Review, (May-June, 1938),p.ll 
9. 
Thus Oklahoma r anks sixth trom the highest among the 48 
states in the percentage of tenancy. It has been estimated 
by Dr. Peter Nelson and H. A. Graham that if share-croppers 
were not classed as tenants in this classification, Oklahoma 
would lead the field in percentage of tenanoy.!/ 
All tenancy is not bad, there can be a goqd system of 
agriculture even with most of the land in the hands of the 
tenants. In fact, some feel that the extent of farm tenancy 
is not any true indication of the agricultural situation.Zf 
But it can most certa inly be thought as being involved in the 
problems of getting a farm. 
This census material readily establishes the fact that 
in the state as a whole, tenancy is increasing; a change of 
55 per cent in 1910 to 61 per cent in 1935. Western counties 
have experienced this increase while many of the eastern 
counties have felt a decrease. But since the western section 
is the best farming area, we have a definite problem arising. 
It is worthy ot note that many other states are pass ing 
through such a stage of increase. 
The changes in the tenure pattern in Iowa under the 
ten year period (1926-35) indicate a serious decline in the 
degree of security ot land tenure. The percentage of owner-
operator tarms decreased trom 66 to 45 per cent; the per cent 
!J Unpublished citations of Graham, H. A., and Nelson , Peter. 
'1J Buck, Glenn, "Debunking the Farm Tenant Scare." Nation's 
Business, 18(3) (March, 1930), 200-201. 
10. 
of tarms operated under crop-share leases increased t'rom 19 
to 33 per cent.!V 
Data presented leads to the conclusion th.at this increase 
in tenancy is due to several more or less related causes. In 
the first place. Oklahoma is the 46th state entering the union 
which means that there are no newer frontiers to pass into it 
this one does not suit. This causes the increased population 
to have to settle on the land here. Naturally the re would be 
an increase trom 1890 because by 1900 some settlers had begun 
turning their farms loose to speculators. Others, particular-
ly in the western half', found they did not want what they had 
homesteaded, so they rented it to relatives, as is indicated 
by the high percentage of tenants related to landlords in 
this section of Oklahoma. Since land s peculation2J in Okla-
homa continued to keep the price high in relation to possible 
return very tew farmers could buy farms.lfV And many of those 
who did, would not maintain them because or the abnormal 
spread in value ot land in relation to products raised. 
Studies indicate that the increase has been in the bet-
ter farming areas ot Oklahoma where tenants had the la~ger 
farms and received the highest returns. While at the same 
§I Schiokele, Rainer, "Problems of Land Tenure in Relation To 
Land-Use Adjustment ." Land-Use Planning Publication , No. 9, 
USDA. See also President's Report on Ten'ancy (1937). 
~ Table l shows that during the prosperous agricultural period, 
1910 to the War, the number of tenants decreased but immed-
iately began increasing following the conflict. 
10/ Nelson, Peter, "How Mu.ch Credit Can A Farmer .Afford to Use?" 
Current Farm Economics, VIII, Ok.Agr.Exp.Sta.(Apr.1935),38. 
11. 
time the decrease in tenancy has been in the poorer farming 
areas where tenants had the smallest farms and received the 
lowest returns.11/ 
Studying the tact that the rate or tenancy in the eastern 
half has not increased lately leads one to believe it has 
passed a stage of complete saturation. Already the farms 
operated by tenants are smaller, in fact farms in that area 
operated both by tenants and by owners are relatively smaller. 
Due to the faot that in periods of good agric ulture, owners 
on big farms made enough to keep the farms, the rate of ten-
ancy did not change. From 1920 to 1930 owners have lost or 
choose to rent their farms in that area, thus the increase in 
tenancy up to 1930. The study showing that owners could not 
make as much on western farms as tenants might prove and add 
bearing to this thought. 
It is probable to conclude from this that tenants left 
the poorer areas for the better farms because a living could 
not be received on the poorer farms under the rental basis. 
One writer expressed the belief that "the tenure develop-
ment characterizing the east side of the State grew, no doubt, 
in large measure out of the credit situation. Encouraged by 
the ease with which credit could be secured, and the good 
prices prevailing for farm products; the farmers over-obligated 
themselves between 1910 and 1920. Since the latter date some 
farmers h~ve foWld it necessary to abandon attempts to pay for 
ll/ See tables 2 and 5. 
12. 
tarms that had been purchased at inflated values, and ere di t 
agencies simul teneously became unwilling landlords, to a 
great extent because of their own lack of wisdom in extending 
credit during the boom period in war days. 
"No one, perhaps, is prepared to predict what tenure de-
velopments will be in the next deeade. Yet, in the western 
areas, farming 145 relatively new, and the tendency may be for 
tenants to increase in proportion to owner-operators barring 
too much interference with the tree operation of economic 
toroes, In the eastern areas, on t he other hand, the land 
needs to be rebuilt. This is an enterprise that does not 
interest absentee owners greatly, nor does it enoourage owner-
ship of land tor investment purposes. It would not be supris-
ing. therefore, it the proportion of owner-operators continued 
to increase in these areas, or at least remain at about the 
present level."12/ 
This surplus of tenants at the present time has caused 
considerable competition among t~em for places to rent and as 
a result rental rates are rising. ".Apparentl7 more young 
farmers in the South than formerly are tailing to climb the 
tenure ladder."13/ 
The oause of this increasing situation leads on to further 
questions. 
12/ Nelson, Peter, "'l'he Land Tenure Problem in Oklahoma." Cur-
rent Farm Economics, X (A.ugust, 1937). 
13/ Turner, H. A. , "A Graphic Summary of Farm Tenure." Mis-
cellaneous Publication 261, Fig. 65. 
13. 
PROBLEMS CONDUCIVE TO HIGH RATE OF TENANCY 
It has already been seen that there is a problem in ao-
quiring the use or a .farm possibly due to the rate ot tenancy 
which is continual. ly growing. Therefore it should be in order 
to inquire as to what problems or tacts are conducive to this 
high rate ot tenancy. In t be first place what has the selec-
tion of a farm to do with the situation? 
In the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, considerable emphasis is 
placed upon the selection of a farm. As a safeguard against 
selection of an unprofitable farm the tenant's choioe must be 
appraised by a qualified land appraiser and approved by the 
county committee. Members of t.be county committees have also 
just recently been assembled for training in the procedure of 
selecting potential farm owners and approving farms to be 
occupied.14/ 
In another instance the landlord walks a round the tenant's 
former :tarm for about ten minutes. He then talks with the 
banker and several merchants who knew the tenant. By this 
method, he decides whether or not he wants a tenant.!!/ 
All of this emphasis on selecting a farm leads t o only 
one conclusion. Both t.be tenant and the landlord must take 
14/ Henderson, C. o., "Tenan.oy in the Yazoo-Missis:aippi Delta." 
Journal of Land and Public Utilities Economics, (Feb.1938). 
15/ Lashley, L. R., Bristow. Unpublished report of Landlord-
Tenant Day, (August 3, 1938) 29. See also Nelson, Peter, 
"Revision ot Prevailing Rental Agreements." Current 
Farm Economics, XI (no.5). Also Hooker, Elizabeth, "Re-
cent Policies Designed to Promote Farm Ownership in Den-
mark." Land-Use Planning Publication 15, USDA. 
14. 
precautions in selecting their next year's relationship or 
it usually will not work and a high rate of tenancy is the 
result. 
Apparently there is no definite dat a -0n studies in Okla-
homa which would pro't'e or d.ispro'fe this statement by showing 
the correlation between the care used in selecting and the 
high rate ot tenancy and mobility. But ·one is led to form 
certain conclusions when remembering that in the better type-
o:f-tarming areas the rate ot tenancy is growing, yet the per 
cent ot mobility is low. Many students of the problem asso-
o1a te more care in selection to the better type-of-farming 
areas. 
Studies seem to bear this out. Areas which are usually 
thought ot as having t~ most care in selection have a greater 
per cent of cash leases than the eastern part of the State, 
where it is pos~ible they do not select ta, farms so careful-
ly. Cash leases are usually based on quite a bit ot selection, 
due to the manner in which they are drawn and carried out.16/ 
We see the necessity of care in selection. This draws 
to the point of what to select. The first thing is what size. 
One study indicates that "the greatest increases in the 
rate of tenancy in the North and West, as well as in the South, 
occured on farms of the larger size.17/ 
This is borne out by studies conducted in Oklahoma which 
show that the western part of the State where tbe large farms 
16/ See Table 9. 
17/ Turner, op. cit. Figure 50. 
are experienced an increase in tenancy while the eastern 
side experienced a decrease.18/ 
15. 
For the State as a whole, tarms operated by tenants are 
smaller than those operated. by full owners. The averages tor 
Oklahoma in 1935 were 120 aores tor the tenants and 145 aores 
tor the tull owners. For the State as a whole, little dit-
f'erence is found in the average value per acre of land on 
tenant- and owner-operated tarms, but data indicate that 
owner-operated farms are better equipped :from tm standpoint 







lji: u. s. 
** Full 
Table 6. Average Size of Fa.ms in Oklahoma by 
Tenure of Operator* 
All Farms Full Owners Tenants 
{acres) (acres) (acres) 
212.9 203.3** 165.4 
151.7 18'1.3** 119.4 
166,4 165.2 128.3 
165.6 146.6 130.Z 
165.6 145.5 129.4 
Census of Agriculture 
Owners could not be separated trom total owners. 
Another study says that the basic cause of agricultural 
distress in the plains is the uneconomic size of farm units. 
To this taotor are closely associated. increases in tenancy• 
18/ See Tables 2 and 5. 
16. 
land misuse resulting from the one-crop evil, and low standards 
of living.19/ 
One section of a national report devoted to soil, after 
emphasizing the wastetul erosion that has followed poor tarm-
ing methods, declares: "Southeastern farms are smallest in 
tbe Nation. The operating units average only 71 acres, and 
nearly one-tourth ot them are smaller than 20 acres. A farm-
er with so little land is foreed to plant every foot of it 
in cash crops; he cannot spare an acre for soil-restoring 
crops or pesture."20/ 
The fundamental problem of this county, one author asserts, 
is that there are too many families in the county fort~ land 
to support. Larger fanns are needed but the resources ot the 
land cannot provide sites for them. This article is based 
upon a 1936 report by the same authors on file in the TVA 
divi-son of land pl&nning and housing.21/ 
In the general South, the cotton-type farms are general-
ly so numerous; so small; and so frequently tenant-operated, 
that there is a higher rate or tenancy on farms of under 50 
acres in s i ze than on farms ot larger size.22/ 
· 19/ MacMillan. Robert T •• "Farm Families in the Dust Bowl." 
Land Policy Review, l;(Oot.1938). See also Billard, Rex 
E., "The Basis of Rehabilitation." Land Policy Review, I 
(Sept.-Oot., 1938). 
20/ Report of National Emergency Council to President Roosevelt 
on economic conditions of the South. Staff article in Land 
Policy Review. I (Sept.-Oct,j.9.SS). 
21/ Olendinning, R. M., and Torbert, E. N., "Agricultural Pro-
blems in Grainger County, Tenn." Economic Geography,Mass.(Apr.3 
22/ Turner, op. oit. 
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Scotland aooepted the institution of tarm tenancy and 
set about to improve it by expending much government action 
in enlarging holdings and relieving poverty in highly con-
' 
gested areas.23/ 
Recommendations have been made that farmers in certain 
parts of Oklahoma be resettled elsewhere.24/ Others teel that 
it is desirable in some areas to create holdings of a size 
end character to permit systems of tarming predominantly com-
mercial. In other areas more emphasis should be placed on 
production for home use sapplemented by the development ot 
cooperative community enterprises, such as processing farm 
products and manufacturing necessaries tor home consumption.25/ 
Table 7. Size of Farm in Kiowa and Muskogee 
Counties, Oklahoma, by Type of Tenure* 
!{iowa County, .Area 12 Muskogee County, .Area 9 
01f!ler-Oper. 178 
Part o.-0. 343 
All Tenants 184 * From Unpublished date ~rom Oklahoma 




Experiment Station and 
The preceding information for tb3 State as a whole might 
lead one to conclude a rather distorted picture ot Oklahoma's 
size of tarms in regard to tenure. A recent survey using one 
county as representative in e ach ot t wo type-ot-farin.ing areas 
23/ Harris, Land-Use Planning Publication 4a, op . cit. 
24/ Nelson, Pett:tr, "The Land Tenure Problem in Oklahoma." 
Current Farm Economics, X(August, 1937}, 74. 
25/ President's Report on Farm Tenancy, 1937, op . cit. 
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shows that in one area the tenants have the larger farms 
while in another the owners have the larger farm. 26/ From 
this one could conclude that size depends on type-of-farming 
areas. Muskogee tenants as a whole a re of the group with 
least ability to farm large holding s successfully. Kiowa 
tenants as a whole are of a group with more ability to farm 
large holdings successfully, 
Another point to note in the table is the tact t.b.a t ten ... 
a.ncy is increasing in the Kiowa County area (52 to 60 per cent 
trom 1910 to 1935) where the tarms on the average are larger 
than those in the Muskogee area. In the Muskogee area tenancy 
has deereased since 1910 ( '12 to 69 per cent), 27 I 
Yet one writer says: "The farmer is being faced with a 
necessity of finding a new economic farm unit. Often this 
has meant that the size of farms has increased. This in turn 
tends to oheck the growth of tenancy in those areas and to 
force the d1 splaoed tenants to go elsewhere. Apparently the 
tenant is not only faced with the supposed evil of having to 
rent a farm, but al.so w1 th increasing difficulty in finding 
a farm for rent in the better agricultural areas ot Oklahoma, 
The result is that a large share of the tenant population is 
being driven either out of agriculture entirely. or to more 
remote areas, or to poorer lancl. This means that. the farm 
population is being concentrated into areas or regions in which 
26/ Nelson, Peter, "Revision of Rental Agreements." Current 
Farm Economics, XI (April, 1938) 30. 
?:J._/ See Table 7. 
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the ohanoes or making a living are increasingly diffioult."28/ -
This study continues the thought that tarm size has a 
decided influence on rate of tenancy but other stud1es29/ 
seem to show t.ba t tenancy increase in Oklahoma is to tile 
larger farms in the better farming area. In other words, it 
oan be said, depending on the area, that large !arms and 
high rate of tenancy, at present, go hand in hand and that ten-
ants soon move end stay on farms that are of sutfieient size 
to allow an income above rent. Still we must consider the 
fact that the poorer areas have become saturated several 
years ago. 
Studies reveal that in southern states such as Oklahoma 
there are many families, both owners and tenants, endeavoring 
to support themaelves by full-time farming on holdings in-
sufficient 1n size to provide an adequate standard of living 
by any system of tanning whioh will maintain soil fertility 
or pay. for improvements of any kind. 30/ 
Many inst~nces can be cited where such subdivisions has 
only led to a more or less permanent sentence, to a relative-
ly mediocre subsistence level, or to eventual disappointment 
and consequent desertion of t arm.ing as a mode of living.31/ 
28/ Duncan, o. D., "Where to 1n Farm Tenancy?" Current Farm 
Economics, X (Dec., 1937), 126. 
29/ See Tables 2 and 5. 
30/ President's Report on Farm Tenancy, 193'1, op. cit. 
31/ Johnson, o. -R. "'rbe Farm Tenant and His Renting Problems." 
Agr. Exp.Sta. Aulletin 315, University at Mo.(July, 1932}. 
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A recent article pointed out that 12 southern states 
have a farm population more than two million more than the 
other states, Mr. Randall proposes Southern farmers use more 
land and make grass , lives toe k, and timber work tor them. 32/ 
"Dif'terence3 in income as between owners and tenants are 
significant in many portions of the United States. The 
average annual net income of tenants in the better farming 
areas of the North and West apparently is not very dif'terent 
from that of owner-farmers, while in the South the income of 
tenants is much lower than that of operating owners.33/ Only 
a small amount of info:nnation is available 1n Oklahoma rela-
ti ve to farm income by the tenure status of the operator. 
A study of 51 farms in the western part of the State 
shows that 25 tenant far.ms had an average farm income or 
$1,012 in 1933. In Payne CoWlty, analysis of 555 individual 
farm records reveal that share and cash tenants received a 
larger labor income than did owners or part owners. The share 
tenants received $193 labor income, the ca sh tenant $125, the 
part owner a negative labor income ot $-17, and the full 
owner a negative labor income ot $-111. 34/ Kiowa County 
tenants also received larger labor incomes than did CN1ners--
tenants receiving $606 labor income while owners received 
32/ Randall, c. c., "Is There a Way Out of the Landlo~d-Tenant 
Problem in Arkansas?" Extension Service Review,USDA,IX, 
(July, 1938), 98. 
33/ pres ident's Report on Farm Tenancy, 1937, op. cit. 
34/ Nelson, Peter, "Land Tenure Problem 1n Oklahoma." Current 
Farm Economics, X (August, 193'1). 
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$317 labor income. 
In an eastern Oklahoma County, Muskogee, both owners 
and tenants bad a negative labor income with the advantage 
in favor or the owners whose income was $87, while the ten-
ant had a labor income of $-111. 35/ 
These data should not be used as conclusive evidence 
that either tenants or owners receive the larger returns, 
although the information does indicate tl:Jit tenants receive 
the higher income in the better farming areas of central 
and western Oklahoma and owners r .eoeive the higher returns 
in the relatively poorer farming areas ot the State. 
Remembering studies concerning size in these two types 
o:t areas, we can conclude that the size of farm to permit 
savings depends entirely on the type-of-farming area rather 
than on the type of tenure. Tenants have larger holdings in 
the we.stern areas than owners and owners have larger holdings 
in the eastern areas than tenants. This might also be an-
other :· interpretation ot tl» fact that a majority or Oklahoma's 
tarms are too small tor a living plus saving tor ownership. 
We can readily see that only the larger farms permit the 
making of money by tenants, but we must remember that a 
smaller farm than these tenant farms is permitting owners in 
poorer tarming areas to save and continue to own their farms. 
In other words, to state that any one size farm permits 
saving is out of line. Studies indicate that it is type of 
renting including type of organization on a certain size in 
35/ Current Farm Economics, XI (April, 1938), op. cit. 
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a certain locality that permits or does not permit savings. 
This brings us back to the fact that t.be right size to 
permit saving for possible ownership, t.tereby increasing 
stability, should be selected; 'in the first plaoe, if the rate 
ot tenancy is to be decreased. 
Relation or Land to Rate of Tenancy 
It can readily be realized from data already presented 
and to be presented that the land of a certain locality plays 
a big part in determining t ype-ot-tarming area, that type-ot-
tarming area is associated with certain crops, crops determine 
type of tenure, and that type of tenure determines the sta-
bility on that piece of land. 36/ 
Unstable areas of eastern Oklahoma have the highest rate 
ot tenancy. So we see that the type or land plays a part in 
determining the rate of tenancy. 
Then is this increase in the rate of tenancy due to the 
physical limitations of the land, the landlord or the tenant? 
One publication expresses the belief tba t failure of 
ownership which aecentuates tl8 rate of tenancy is due in 
part to the size of the farm. "The intensity of farming 
largely determines tl8 land use and its effect on soil dete-
rioration." It continues to say that "the crop system 
possibly arfords a partial explanation of_ the tendency toward 
more erosion on small farms."37/ 
36/ See Johnson, o. R., Bulletin 315, op. cit. 
37/ Schickele, op. cit., 14. 
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We have already concluded that the crop system is 
correlated with the size of tarm and type of land and only 
partially with the typ, of tenure. In tact, security of 
that tenure plays nearly as big a part as the type of land, 
which leaves type of tenure as not being a reason tor soil 
deterioration and eventual fa i lure becaus e of low yields. 
As to the physical limitations of this land determining 
the failure, one study says: "Obviously the building of a 
permanent agriculture pre-supposes the elimination ot such 
exploitative farming methods and the adoption of scientific 
farm management practices which will enable farme r s to earn 
a livelihood while conserving and rebuilding agricultural 
resources. But adoption ot farm management programs which 
are conducive to greatest security and per manency ot agri-
culture is complicated by the tact that the physical, bio-
logical, and economic factors which determine types of farm-
ing operate in somewhat discordant relationships. Particu-
larly, is there conflict between the practices most adapted 
to the present conception of a _permanent agriculture end 
those permitting the maximum current farm returns under the 
existing system of tenure." 38/ 
Students ot th& problem re.member that other studies 
indicate tenants receive a higher income when located in the 
relatively better farming areas of Oklahoma than do the 
owner-operators ot the same area, while owners receive rela-
tively higher return in the less productive areas of Oklahoma 
38/ Nelson, Peter, "Tenane7--A Major Factor in Soil Conserva-
tion." Journal of Land and Public Utilities Economics, 
nv, (Feb., 1938). 
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than do the tenant-operators. 39/ 
But another study states that "erosion is more serious 
on nonrelated tenant farm (rating 3.17) than on owner and re-
lated tenant farms (2.B5 and 2.81, respectively). In other 
words the non-related tenant tarms are 1n a worse state ot 
erosion both absolutely and relatiye to their topography, 
than are the owner and related-tenant :farms." 40/ 
This leads one to question the limitations ot the ten-
ants themselves when it comes to failure due to eroded :re.rm. 
In other words, physical limits determine the type-ot-
farming area which, as was stated, partially regulates the pro-
tit from that pieee ot land deter.mines the rate of tenancy as 
shown in studies of tenancy in western and eastern Oklahoma. 
The tenant is regulated in type and size of organization tor 
better farming by the physical limits of the area in which he 
is situated. Type of lease plays a pert but it usually goes 
hand in hand with the type of area. This is discussed in a 
later part. 
The type of landlord seems to have very little to do 
with the success or failure as far as the land is concerned. 
It is recognized that he plays a part in the operation but 
that part comes under another heading and will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
39/ Current Farm Economics, VI (October, 1933) -; VII {August, 
1934); X (August, 1937); II (April., 1938). 
40/ Sohickele, op. cit., 11. 
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Relation of Method of Renting 
One writer says that tm intensity of fanning largely 
determines the land use and its effect on soil deterioration.41/ 
Intensity of farming is due to size of tarm and size of farm 
is due to type-of-farming area. Type-of-farming area is 
correlated with the rate of tenancy. Table 8 depicts the pro-
portion of all farmland and the proportion of harvested crop-
land which was operated by tenants in 1930 and 1935. In eTery 
type-of-farming area of the state the proportion of harvested 
cropland operated by tenants was greater than the proportion 
ot all land operated by them, signifying that the tenant-
operator usually cultivates a larger per cent of the farm 
than does the owner-operator •. 
Table 8.· The Per Cent of All Land Operated by 
Tenants and the Per Cent of Harvested Crop-
Land Operated by Tenants by Type-ot-
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This table (8) also shows that the areas where tenants 
cultivate the highest per cent of the farm is in the eastern 
part or the State where the farms are smaller. As indicated 
by the per cent of harvested cropland, areas 15, 14, 9 and 8 
ahow an average of 64.8 to 75.4 per cent while tie State av-
erage is 54.0. 
The opposite situation is ·shown in western Oklahoma on 
the larger farms. Areas 1, 2, 3 and 6 average from 29.3 to 
48.l per cent harvested cropland. 
Studies in 1930 census repo~t (Table 9) show that the 
per cent of leases other than cash rental are higher in per-
centage in eastern Oklahoma than in western Oklahoma. 
Counties picked at random from the eastern area aver-
age 90 to 97 per cent ot leases other than cash. A group 
representing the western area average ?O to 86 per cent with 
one county 95 per cent leases other than cash. For the State 
the average is 66 per cent other type. 
Table 9. Type Lease by County 
Eastern Area 
~ountl cash Otller Total Per Cent Other 
Adair 80 733 813 90 
Atoka 60 1.266 1,325 95 
Latimer 91 2,647 2,738 96.6 
McIntosh 82 2,682 2,764 97 
Western Area 
Ellis 104 510 614 83 
Custer 201 l,297 1,498 86.5 
Kiowa 287 691 978 70.6 
Greer 75 1,516 1,591 95,0 
ST.ATE 17,598 107,731 125,329 86.0 
Then farms 1n the western part are farmed more under 
cash basis while those with the highest per cent cultivated 
21. 
are farmed more on third and fourth basis. 42/ 
High per cent ot the total farm in cultivation is cor-
related with high mobility and high intensity and mobility 
are associated with "third and fourth, If so this method ot 
renting must have some bearing on mobility and on the rate of 
tenancy. 
The 1935 United States farm oensus classifies Oklahoma 
farm~rs according to tenure as 27.6 par cent owner-operators, 
10.8 per cent part-owners, 4 per cent managers, and 61.2 per 
cent tenants. More than 85 per cent of the tenants (includ-
ing share croppers) pay a share ot the crops as rent, an4 
generally operate under an annual agreement, a combination 
which does not tend to promote systems of farming that con-
serve the land. 43/ 
Under the crop-share lease a considerably greater pro-
portion ( 51 per cent) of tenants remained less than tive 
years on tm :farm than was true under the stock-share lease 
( 37 per cent ) • Under the cash .rent lease t be mobility ot 
tenants seems to be even lower than under the stock-share 
lease, but the number of oases is too small to permit gen-
eralization. 
The type of lease has a very marked correlation with 
It is shown in studies tbit of all the leases in Oklahoma 
the"third and fourth" are tte largest percentage. So it 
is natural to conclude that they inclucle the majority ot 
leases other than oash. 
For discus sion on various aspects of tte present situation 
of farming in Oklahoma the reader is referred to Current 
Farm Economics, IX (No. 1), 3-15; (No.6), 142-7; X (No.4), 
74-83; Okla. Agr.Exp.Sta.Bulletins 198 and 208. 
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the length ot occupancy ot non-related tenants of private 
landlords. In the latter groups~ the average occupancy under 
crop-share leases is five years as compared with nine years 
under stock-share leases .. 
"The greatest degree ot mobility of tenants is :round 
among crop-share tenants ot non-related private landlords. 
The average length of operatorsh!p ot these tenants is 13 
years, the average oceupanoy is fiYe years, whioh means in 
general terms that they ba ve spent only 36 per cent or their 
time as o perators on the present farm,,. as compared with '15 
per cent tor stock-share related-tenants, who constitute the 
most stable group ot tenants. 
"This attitude and interest in the land are, within 
limits• both determined and reflected by the type ot lease 
under which a tenant rents a farm. 
"Comparing owner-operatorship with tenanoy in general 
it appears that land is less explo1tat1vely used. and suf:ters 
less from erosion under the .former than under the latter form 
ot tenure. However, there are exceptions to this generaliza-
tion. Related tenants tollow praetioally the same program as 
owner-operators. regardless ot lease types and have only 
slightly higher degrees ot erosion on their land. This 
leaves tba farms operated by non-related tenants under crop 
share and cash rent leases as the tenure group where the 
heaviest land exploitations and the highest degree o~ erosion 
is found." 44/ 
44/ Sohickele, op. cit. 
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"The tenure a! a t arm in Oklahoma seems to effect the 
use or type of operation which is followed on that farm. 
Tenants, as a class, are more inclined than owners toward a 
cash orop system of farming--cotton and wheat being the dom-
inant cash crops of the state. While both owners and tenants 
in Oklahoma generally use their land in such manner as to pro-
mote soil erosion and soil fertility depletion, available in-
formation indicates that tenants, as a group, misuse their 
land to a much greater degree in this manner than owners. 
That is, as we mentioned, when compared with owners, tenants 
plant a smaller proportion ot their land in legU11Bs, and they 
have less pasture and livestock. They plant a larger propor-
tion of their land in intertilled or soil depleting crops. 
Probably the chief reason for this practice on the part of 
tenants is due to their lack of stability. The tenant who ex-
pects to remain but a short time on a farm, and many times 
they have no reason to expect otbsrwise, has little incentive 
to institute soil conservating and farm improvement practices. 
"The proportion of tenants, for the State as a whole, 
operating cotton farms was 51.9 per cent in 1930 while the 
proportion ot owners operating cotton farms was only 27.3 per 
oent. Those operating cotton farms varied from 1.6 per cent 
in type-of-farming area two (where very little cotton is 
grown) to 92.1 per oent in area 11, the southwest corner of 
the State where cotton predominates. 
"The proportion ot OP1ners operating cotton farms in 
these t wo areas was 0.8 per cent and 73.5 per cent, respective-
30. 
ly. In only seven oowities is the proportion of owners oper-
ating cotton farms above 60 per cent while more than 60 per 
cent of tenants operate cotton tar.ms in 26 counties. The 
proportion of tenants operating wheat farms is also larger than 
the proportion of owners operating these farms. Owners, as 
indicated above, operate general, self-sufficing, livestock, 
dairy, and other types of tarms more than do tenants--that 
is, the pro port.ion of owners operating these types of farms 
is greater than the proport.ion of tenants operating the same 
types. 
Localized studies in land use and practices have been 
made in Payne, 45/ Kiowa, 46/ and Muskogee ,46/ counties. Here 
a.gain the studies indicate that the tenant cultivates his land 
more intensively than the owner-operator. A comparison of the 
practices or 555 farmers in Payne County reveals that tenants 
of this group cultivated about the same proportion of their 
farmland as the owners, but they bad a larger proportion ot 
their cropland in cotton, a smaller proportion 1n l~gumes, 
and less terracing • . Owners had 16 per cent ot their land 
terraced while tenants had only 10 per cent. In Kiowa Cowity, 
which is in the southwestern part of' Oklahoma; results of a 
study of 122 tarmers indicate that tenants cultivate more ot 
their land and also plant more land to cotton and wheat than 
do owners. Owner-operators have an average ot 15 animal 
units per farm while tenants have only 10 animal units per 
45/ Current Farm Economics, X (August, 1937). 
46/ Current Farm Economics, XI (April, 1938). 
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farm. A comparison of 76 tarmers in Muskogee County, in the 
east-central portion of the State, indicates that tenants 
and owners cultivate about the same proportion of their farm 
land, but the owner-operator farms were approximately 40 
acres larger than the tenant tarms. Tenants in this county 
plant about 55 per cent of their cropland to corn and cotton 
while owners plant only 42 per oen t of their cropland to those 
products. Ani.m.al units on owner-operated farms in Muskogee 
County averages 12 per farm while tenants average nine animal 
units per farm. 
"Thus it can be seen that tor the State as a whole and 
also for localized areas within the State, tenants tend more 
to a cash crop organization than owner-operators. Tenants 
also tend to use their land in such manner (higher per cent 
in cultivation) as to foster the depletion ot soil fertility 
more than owners." 47/ 
This goes hand in hand with the studies presented ear-
lier which show that the eastern halt correlates cash crop, 
"third and fourth0 lease, high per cent in cultivation, high 
degree of mobility, poor tarming area and high rate of ten-
ancy. 
What Part Does Organization Play? 
This study also brings to mind a question regarding the 
relation of organization on the land to the rate of tenancy. 
It says that "tenants tend more to cash crop organization 
47 I Southern, (June, 1938), op •. cit. 
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than owner-operators." •?a/~ this organization rosters a 
high degree ot depletion one can readily see tba t this 
speeds up tm loss ot the tarm which causes tbe per cent ot 
mobility to rise and keeps ti» tenant from becoming an owner. 
Owners under similar organization would soon tind them-
selves tenants. 
One author says, "Regarding land use in its etfect on 
erosion, there are three important criteria which largely 
determine the relative degree of erosion and soil depletion 
on a given land class: (a) the proportion ot the crop land 
in inter-tilled crops, particularly corn; (b) the proportion 
of the crop land in grasses and legumes; and ( c) the propor-
tion of the total farm land under permanent vegetable cover, 
1. e., pennanent pasture and timber." 46/ 
In other words the degree of erosion which is correlated 
with mobility and rate of tenure is regulated by the way the 
farm is organized for growing soil saving and building crops. 
Thia study le aves the degree of erosion up to use of land with 
no thought of type of operator. 
Another says that the type of lease determines the or-
ganization. "The etfect of the types of leases apon the crop 
system is striking. The crop-share tenants have 70 per cent 
of their erop land in corn and soybeans, and only 10 per cent 
47a/ Ibid. 
48/ Sehickele, op. cit., 4. 
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in grasses and legumes, as compared with 57 and 23 per cent, 
respectively, on stock-share farms. That is to say,, on the 
stock-share tarms there is 19 per cent less corn, 130 per 
cent more grasses and legumes, and, in addition, 27 per cent 
more permanent pasture than on crop-share farms. 49/ 
This statement might lead one to believe that the type 
of lease determined the crops that are grown and that all 
leases should be stock-share. In this instance the author 
is evidently not considering the fact that the type of land 
has more to do with the type of crop to be grown than does 
the type of lease. 'fhe type of lease is fitted to tm type 
of crops grown in any one section of an area. 
Other important observations from studies were that on 
the average the share tenants had the largest acreage of land 
in cotton, milked the fewest cows, had the smallest acreage 
of land terraced, and a not significantly larger acreage of 
land in tarms or in crops. 50/ 
One book strengthens this statement by saying, "The 
South has an abundance ot natural resources, but it ranks 
below other large sections not similarly endowed because ot 
its waste of both the land the the people--its vast area 
being g1 ven over to a collapsing one-crop system. 
In other words~ there must be a shift away from one-
crop farming to diversitied farming, industrialization must 
49/ Schickele, op. cit. . ~ -.,, .. : -·· , 
50/ Nelson., Peter., t"Man Labor RenuireJMn~s. , :ciii: 'Ga·-;,. ·,l~l,d _County 
Farms. Curren 1; · Farm. Eoonomrcs ,_- ·i.x.: tDeij:- ,~· l :9iJ J ~. 1J2J ·. aee 
alsoX (August. 1937), 179. · , , · · ·:.: .. ;, 
.. ~: .. •:" _• ... 
: ~ : .· .. ~·,·# .. ~ :: -~.:: ::·. 
_,, • • e o, "' ., ,- .. • e.., • • " • I • 
must be continued, and aducational deficiencies must be met, 
all with an eye on the future." 51/ 
f}\is author, of oourse, is considering diversification 
trom the state-wide standpoint. In any one type-o:r-rarming 
area. one-crop fartiing may or may not be adapted to that land. 
The same is equally true of diversification. 
One publication states that crops determine tenure. ~he 
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map indicates thl,l.'t cotton and wheat, cash crops, and corn where 
1 t is grown extensively and can be readily converted through 
hogs into eash, a re adapted to tenancy; and that hay and. pasture , 
which mean cattle, including dairying , and sheep , are not so 
well adapted to tenancy.~ 
Figure 5? of t he sau e publicati on states tha t "tenancy 
is high in the South, particularly the Cotton Belt, and in 
thit t eash-grain portions of the Corn Belt, largely because of 
types pf farming.'' 53/ 
Studies also i ndicate that the nmost obvious neans of 
improving land use in the Southtt which cuts dovm the rate of 
tenancy is to increase di versification a :2d a wider use of 
livestock . 54/ 
g/ Johnson, G. ii., !Ufhe Wasted Land". University of North 
Carolina Press. (1937) 
52/ Turner, op. cit. Figures 9, 16, 54, and 56. 
53/ Ibid. Figure 5'1. 
54/ Sohiokele, Rainer, "'I'he Land Program at Work ." Land 
Policy Review. (May-June 1938) 
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A oonsidarably different idea is presented when ~ohnson 
says, ''there is a problem involved in the rela.tionship between 
quality of land and me thod of renti ng which is wor thy of con-
siderable attention. In Missouri, cash rent is ordinarily con-
fined to lands involved in the less productive farm enterprises, 
while share rent is the custom with the more productive lands. 
When land is practically all t illable and very fertile, we 
will usually find owners tlnd tenants preferring a straight crop-
share rent. 55/ -
From these studies, the idea is presented that length of 
oooupancy is quite often reflected in the methods of land use 
and or farming in g eneral. The length of occupancy gives some 
indication ot the relative stability of tenancy whioh in turn 
somewhat indica tes the ra~e of tenancy. The conclusion is 
ap)arent that the method of organization or the use of the land 
has a direct influence on the rate of tenancy. 
Credit P'ao1li ties 
The question t hen arises, wha t htls credit facilities to do 
with the rate or tenancy? 
Some student s of the problem t hink that increasing cradi t 
to anyone wanting 1 t is the solution to the agricultural prob-
lem . If credit is made available at low interest ra·tas, more 
tenants oan buy and this in turn decreases the rate of tenancy . 
But is this the solution? 
Becent studies in Ol{lahoma indicate that the possibilities 
ot tenants becoming owners i s very poor i n relation to wha t 
~/ Johnson, o. R. , op . cit. 
should be the oase of a better tenure status in any state. 
According to one study 1 t would take t he a verag e f ar roe r 
:fifty years to acquire t'ull title to his farm. 56/ 
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The study was later carried up to .1936 and it was concluded 
that the r:i.ost prof'i table group oould _pay off a mortgage equal 
to half the value of their land a nd part of t he value of t he 
buildings in ten years, the aver age group could manage in twenty 
years, and the least profitable group could not even manage a 
34i year amortization. 57/ 
On the farms here studied, the a ._,e of t he first group 
mentioned a bove when their farms were paid for would be 49, 
that or the avera e e group so. It was impossible to say how 
old the least profita ble group would be. 
And the tenant would have to remain on that farm that he 
had decided to buy for the 16 years before he could become a 
mortgaged owner. 
Another author sa ys, "only about one in ten tenants i n 
the Corn and Cotton Belts feels that his prospects of owning 
a t arm in the next :rt ve years a re t good' ·" f>!,I 
Nelson, Peter, "How Much Credit Can A Farmer Afford To 
Use?" Current Farm Eoonomios, VIII (Apr. 1935) 58. Using 
data from f ar m and home accounts of a group of farmers in 
northwest Oklahoma for the years 1929 to 1933 he concluded 
that with tarm income at the 1933 level, it would t ak e a farmer 
fifty years to ac quire tull title to his f arm. This figure 
was arrived a t by subtracting from farm income a figure cover-
ing household and personal expenses, and using t he balance 
as being available to pay i nterest and to retire the debt. 
5 7 I Anker, Desmond Louis, "How Much Credit Can A Farmer Afford 
to Use in Buying Land?" ('A cont i nuation of Dr. Peter 
Nelson's study from 1933 to 1936. See Ibid.) 
58/ Staff article.. "What the Tenant Farmer Thinks." Land 
Policy Review. (May-June, 1938) 19. 
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Basing his r et1arks on a study of farm mortgage trends 
since 1920, one author c oncl udes tha t farm ownership by farmers 
is decidedly an up-hill b usiness, if' not a futile hop e for the 
ma jority of on-oomine generations of f a rmers. Tenancy to him has 
been an a dap t$t1on, or perhaps a temporary solution sought by 
those farmers who could neither buy a farm nor find a market 
tor their labor elsewhere. 
The introduction of I!'leohanized farmi ng according to this 
author has toroed tenants into a rea s or regi Qn.a;:;::i;n whic h chances 
ot making a 11 vine ar:.a j nc r -aasilii) Y dif'tioul i. Thu.s we ha ve a 
precari ous si t~a t r on r n which 1 t is becoming inoreasingl.r 
difficult either to own or to rent. 59/ 
As one of the reasons that tenants ha ve very 11 ttle 
chance of becoming oNners one student ot t he problem says, 
"an accumulation of capital for the purchase of farms b.;v 
tenants has been retarded to a considerable extent by the necess-
1ty of' resorting to expensive oredit for production _p urposes."6o/ 
But this is considered to be taken care of. "A tew 
favorable aspects ot the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant program 
as recognized by leaders are low interest r a tes, long-time 
amortization plan, technical aid in the selection of farms, 
Duncan, O. D., "Where To In Farm Tenancy?" Current Farm 
Economics, (December, 1937) Due to the faot t hat this is 
possibly partially a sociological study, it may not be 
comparable, but at any rate, it is presented becaus e or its 
significance in the field. 
60/ Myers, W. I., "Selecting & Financing A Farm" Farm Credit 
Administration Circular XIII(Sept. 1935) 
\ 
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supervision in planning and manag i ng the farm business, variable 
yearly payments l1. e., during good years retire large amounts 
and during lean years, a~all amouats), and making it possible 
tor a competent person to purchase a good tarm with a minimtlll 
amount of capital." 61/ -
Whan they bujT they are f aoed w1 th securing a unit that 
will pay itself out even with this low priced credit. One author 
still doesn't think this is too good a plan. He sees tenants 
in suoh a plight that they accep t almost anything as a farm. 
Usually, according to him, they purchase or pay a down payment 
on units of uneconomic size . Farms have become so scarce that 
farming has become speculative and more and more tracts have 
become sub-marginal. 62/ 
Naturally, if tenants buy farms Whose prices are above earn-
ing power, this doesn't help the rate of tenancy. In fact, it 
might help the big oimers to own more and more through fore-
closure. 
Under the haadins "Buy a Jrarm" in the 1938 Yearbook of 
Agrioulture it states that "the principle evil ot tarm credit 
is debt beyond earning capacity." 63/ 
61/ Henderson, C. o., "'l'enanoy in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta." 
The Journal of Land and Public Utility Eoonomios, ( Feb. 1938). 
62/ Lane,, Neil. "The Dust Farmer Goes West", Land Policy Review, 
(May-June 1938), 24. 
63/ USDA "Soils and Men".. Yearbook of .Agrioul tura 1938. 15 -
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L. S. Ellis says , "the earning oapaci ty or the farra 
business is of prime 1:mportanoe. with a conclusion that "one 
should not be too liberal in supplying or receiving credit." 64/ 
From this we see tha t the group teal that improving ored1 t 
facilities will play a big part in increasing ownership, but that 
some ge t this improved credit when they shouldn't burden t heir 
farming operation wl th it. "Low prices and crop failures have 
made it hard to pay out on any possible basis." 65/ 
Here's one author who believes that revision of leasing 
laws and oompensation are needed to assist the oredit facili-
ties. 
Rainer Sohiokele says, "more i mportant is the strong 
element of insecurity which has become accentuated during the 
depression as a result of n~iu.,us tore-closures and evio tions 
ot tenants who could not pay the stipulated rent because ot 
excessively low prices and crop failures."~/ 
64/ Ellis, t. s., "Farm Credit and Its Use." Current Far11 
Economics, VIII (Apr. 1935) Use ot Farm Credit: l. The 
earning capacity of the f arm business is or prime i mport-
ance. One should determine how much oredi t a parti cular 
farm business can stand, and this point should not be ex-
oeeded. 2. The amortization principle of repayment should 
be used, making annual payments of principle necessary. 
3. 'l'he interest and principle payment.a should not requi re. 
all the income during the better years. Reserves or sink-
ing funds should be built up duri ng better years. 4. Ad-
vanced payments should be permitted so that extra payments 
may be made in better years. "One should not be too liberal 
in supplying or receiving ored1t." 
65/ Ibid. 
66/ Schiekele, Ra i ner. "Preparations for a Fa r m Tenancy Program 
in Iowa." The Journal of Land and Public Utility Eoonomica. 
(Feb. 1938) 
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"Credit can be given to tenant farmers to permit them to 
make extensive soil-building improvements, such as liming , 
terracing , draining, reseeding pastures, etc. However, revis-
ion of our present leasing laws to provide for long-term leases 
and compensation for unexhausted i mprovements will have to be 
made to permit the widespread adoption ot this suggestion. §2_/ 
Another sees training and experieno e as the rnain things 
neoPsary to pay for a farm on any credit basis. 
Average farms are not earning large enough total incomes 
to buy t he f a r m in twenty years at n ormal interest rates. The 
farm of a few regions can do so in t h irty year s with a small 
oasb. balance left tor family expenses. 
"It seems fair, therefore, to conclude that only they who 
are well titted by training or experience, and who in addition 
possess somewhat more business ability , than the 'average' 
farm operator should expect to earn a living on t he farm and at 
the same time save enough to buy a farm.tt 68/ 
Credit taoil1t1es play their part in decreasing the rate 
of tenancy but they are not as i r.ll)ortant as some, think. Other 
things play a considerable part as will be seen in further 
discussions. 
67/ Rush. -o~ R., "Use of =,;;rl . Credit in Land Utilization 
- l)rogra:m. n- Land Policy Renew (May-J'une 1938) 
68/ Stewart, , G., "Can the Farms of United States Pay For 
Themselves." lournal of Farm Economics. II (1921) 
17'7-193 
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Land Polioi es 
As the foregoing problems have been presented, the type 
of ownership has continually stood by as having a part in the 
rate of tenancy. For this reason, the question arises, what 
part have the land policies which have determined type of 
ownership played in the rate of tenancy. 
Land policies for disposing of public domain in the past 
have permitted the acquisition of large areas, largely for 
speculative purposes by those who had no intention of farming 
them. 
This group of owners were in the business for the r,1oney. 
As is presented in the section on causes for short leases, 
farms owned by absentee owners are the rnost exploi tati vely :farmed 
and usually on a one year cash soil depleting crop basis.,!!/ 
P'rom statistics presented _parlier one can readily see that 
this type farming bas a very marked effect on the rate or 
tenancy. Eastern Oklaho.u.a is noted tor this type ownership 
and the rate of tenancy 1s very high. Western Oklahoma is 
not so noted and the rate of tenancy is not so high. 
Some s tu den ts ot the pro bl em :t' eel that this sit ua ti on 
is changing while others feel that it shot1ld change and that 
many obstacles stand in the way . 
"This idea of securing oonservati ve use ot privately 
owned lands marks a change in our traditional oonaepts ot 
69/ See section on "Causes of Short Term Tenure." 
land tenure. In the course of development of American 
economic institutions during the late eighteenth century, 
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an allodia l system or ownership in a fee-simple absolute grew up 
that removed all restraint up on the land owner as to the manner 
in wh ich he utilized his land. Results of mor e than a century 
of exploitation .and waste have emphasized t.liat such a. concept 
of land ownership is no longer valid if we are to protect either 
the welfare of the Nation as a whole, which depends upon wise use 
of its land resources, or the interests of future generations. 
"Pressure should be put behind this need tor a national 
land policy which will protect the interests of society as a 
whole" . ?0/ 
And the past land policy has determined the degree of 
mobility, which we have already realized plays a part in 
determining the rate of tenancy. 
A study a ppearing in the Land Use Planning Publication 
states: "There are significant difterenoes in the length 
of farm occupancy by tenants according to the various occupations 
of landlords. The shortest average occupancy ( three years) 
is found with crop-share tenants ot landlords e ngaged in 
70/ Gray , L. C. , "Our Land Policy Today". La nd Policy Ravi ew. 
- (May-J'une, 1938) 5-6. "In working out a l a nd policy during 
recent times we have progressed tar from the former 
attitudes and polioi es tha t g overned the di sposition and 
use of land. For more than a century the United Sta tes 
was dominated by a pioneer attitude toward na tural resources. 
Where the former direction pointed to waste and destruction, 
the pres ent one points to conserva tion a nd intelligent use. 
Where former policies led toward unrestricted indl vidual 
freedom in the use or abuse of land, the present ones 
are shap ing an intellie ent plan that will protect the 
interests of society as a whole. '' 
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business, the longest with stock-share tenants of landlords 
with no ocoupat1on (16 years}, followed by landlords eng~ged in 
professions (12 years}. n '11J 
This same study shows the influence of the type of owner 
on the type of lease. As is shown in the section of leases, 
the type of lease determines the rate of tenure. J..!/ 
It is thought by other students of the problem that the occu-
pation of the landlord has considerable influence on type of 
lease. These studies shows that 75 per aent of the stock-share 
leases are held by retired or active farmers. This suggests 
that most of the landlords of stock share rented farms are in 
close contact with the tenants in matters of management. 
Landlords of crop-share rented farms are fairly evenly di stri b-
uted over various occupations. The study shows that the land-
lords of all stock-share farms, with one exception, are living 
w'i thin 25 miles of their farms and are classified as resident 
landlo.rds. About one-fourth of the crop share as v,all as cash 
rent farms are absentee landlords. Apparently the stock-share 
lease is not suitable for absentee landlords. 73/ 
Otherrwriters agree with this study. 74/ 
Jl./ Schiokele, Rainer, Land-Use Planning Publication IX 
72/ See Section on "Variation in Length or Tenure." 
73/ Schiokele, op. oit. 36. 
74/ Bea tty, R. C., am O'Donnell, G: l,:., '1 Th.e Tenant Farmer 
in the South." .Araerican Refl.ew. V ( 1) 75 ( April 1935): 
Farms run on industrial basis are more vicious than those 
where the owners and tenant share alike in a live-at-home 
in which the tenant of ability has ample opportunity to 
become landholder himself." 
"It is the absentee landlord who, through ignorance, 
laxity of supervision , or cupidity, most often allows the 
''mining" of the land and the loss of the productive top 
44. 
soil t hrough erosion. It is on the absentee-owned plantat-
ions that fences and buildings rnost frequently fall into dis-
repair. It is these plantations that are least sta ble in a 
crisis." 75/ 
Some feel that the Federal Farm Loan Act and th Emer-
g enoy Farm Mortgage Act should be amended so as to limit loans 
tor the p urchase of land to persons who are at the time , or 
shortly to become, personally engaged in the operation of the 
farm to be mortgaged. 76/ 
In Europe frequently there has bean re~uireruents that 
the holder shall reside at the holding and manage the farm 
personally. I n Germany the government has gone farther. The 
state can appoint trustees if the owner is lax. 77/ 
These foregoi ng studies seem to point out the absentee 
owner as a bad element in the agricLtl tural situation. 
A recent writer feels th.E! t one of the most puzzling 
problems in a ny progr am of rehabilita t i ng agriculture in the 
Southern Great P lai ns t is that of t he nonresident owner. Yet 
he feels that the thoughts regarding t he effects of nonresident 
!i,I Wootter, T· J., Jr., "Landlord and Tenant on Cotton 
Plantation." w.PA Div. Soc. Res. {1938) 
7~/ President's Report (193'7) 
77/ USDA Yearbook of Agri. (1938} op. cit. 131 
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ownership are in i.nvarse proportion to the amount of data 
available. Statistics show tbat "only 38 per cent of t his 
area is owned by absentee owners", yet we kno w tha t the rate 
and evils of tenancy far exoeed this. And the part of this 
survey which includes the state ot Oklahoma is third in per-
oentage of a bsentee owners. 
This author goes further to say that analysis of land 
use fails to prove nonresidents worse than residents as to 
amount of land plowed out. Other indications of poor land 
use such as erosion, abandoned land and improvements, tai l 
to prove that any marked dit'terenoe exists. 78/ 
This author concludes that "to the more casual observer, 
there is 1"reqt1ently 11 ttl e to choose bet·ween resident and 
nonresident ownership". 79/ 
If this is true and studies indicate that it is, oan we 
lay many of the causes for high rate of tenancy directly on the 
shoulders of the absentee owners as such? 
78/ Evans, Morris , ''Nonresident Ownership--Evil or Scapegoat?" 
Land Policy Review, I, (July- August , 1938) 
'!:ll Ibid. 
RELATION OF COI:PENSATION TO LONG TENURE 
This last viewpoi nt opens the next question regardlng 
the type of lease that is desirable. From the material 
46. 
presented regarding leases, one could conclude that the lens th 
of tenure itself is not the important thing. There seems to 
be something else arising; somethil1(~ which Bi ves the tenant 
assurance of receiving benefit from any type of farming he 
undertakes regardless of how long the term of his lease is. 
Many studies concluded that a long term was the solution but 
they all agree that the long term in itself is not what is 
needed. The long term seemed to tie the tenant and landlord 
. 
dmm. Others who advocated the short term lease, advocated it 
only with the idea that the tenant coulJ farm on a long time 
basis. 
This opens the conclusion that some oompensational pro-
visions ar c what is needed to put the tenant and landlord on 
the right relationship. This being the case, let us look at 
compensation as playing a part i n establishing security rather 
than long tern tenure. 
Now that we see that students of the problem conclude that 
some f'orm of compensation is desirable ~he qu estion a ri ses 
i mmediately as to why it has not become a common practice. . . 
Marehall Harris says, "Since etirly, days sor,10 form of 
compensation has been carried on. It is a recognized :fact 
Harris, Marshall~ "A Suggested Study in The .Farr.a 
Tenancy System." Journal of Farm Economics, XIX {Nov.1937) 
that the tenant be compensated and the landlord likewise if 
either deserve it. But studies indica te that 1~ has not been 
carried out on the proper basis." 80/ 
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One reason is, as was mentioned before, Oklahoma has not 
removed the old rule from English farm tenancy system, that 
whatever agricultural fixtures and improvements are affixed to 
the premises become the property of the landlord. 
English acts provide to penalize the tenant tor poor farming 
and reimburse him for oonserva tional farming. They also pro-
vide that the landlord shall pay t he tenant compensation for 
disturbance i n event he terminates the tenancy without good and 
sufficient cause. In case the tenancy is terminated without good 
cause, the minimum amount of compensation is one year's rent 
and the maximum amount is t wo years' rent. The Act also es tablish-
es a procedure whereby either the landlord or the tenant may 
bring about an adjustment in the amount of rent to be paid for 
the farra . Furthermore, it provides t lla t practically all diff-
icul tles or disputes which arise between t he landlord and the 
tenant are to be settled by arbitration before a single 
arbitrator.. It is significant that each new enactment enlarg-
ed the rights and responsibilities of the tenant f a rmer, and 
that these added rights and responsibilities have resulted 
in a superior system of conservational farming, an energeti c 
and thrifty tenantry, and a stable rural society. 
§!/ 
Major studies dealing with the farm leasing problems have 
Barris, Marshall, Unpublished Citation. Landlord-Tenant 
Day 1938 See also International Institute of Agriculture . 
"Agrioul tural Leg islation." International Review of Agri . 
(1938) 213,to 219. 
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invariably recommended the use of compensation. Significant 
i mprovements have been effected in many leases by following 
reconmenda tions of these countries. Probably one of the main 
reasons why compensation has not been practiced more in the 
United States is because under prevaili ng systems of landlord-
tenant relations each is not justly compensated in accord with 
his contributions. In other words, there are no accepted set 
of values to work from. 62/ -
On what basis should the worth compensation be evaluated? 
One author says that the amount of compensation shot1ld be based 
upon the actual loss or damage experienced and should be deter-
mined in a manner agreed upon by the two parties. 63/ 
.Another says, "There are, in general, four principles 
whioh may be used as the basis for evaluating the amount ot 
compensation which is due the outgoing tenant for the unex-
hausted portion of i mpr ovements effected by him during his 
occupancy of the farm. They may be designated briefly as 
follows: (a) original cost, (b) reproduction cost, (o) pru-
dent investrnent cost, am (d) value to an incoming tenant .. 
Probably the easiest plan to use is the one which is at 
present used by many landlords and tenants, that i s, the 
Harris, Marshal., Land Use Planning Publj.cation No. 14 
op . ott. Compensation is usually divided into three 
main categories -- compensation for i mprovements, com-
pensation for deterioration, and compensation for dis-
turbanoe. The first refers to the payment which is rnade 
by the landlord or by the incoming tenant to the outgoing 
tenent for the unexhausted value of the i mprovements which 
the outgoing tenant made during his occupancy ot the far m. 
Compensation for deterioration refers to t he payr~ent which 
is maa,e by the tenant to the l andlord for any damage , 
deterioration,. or dilapidation which the tenant ca.uses. 
Sohickele, Rainer, Journal of Land Public Utility 
Eoonomios, op. cit. 
original oost ot the improvement less normal straight-line 
depreciation. 84/ 
How is this to be impressed on the n inds of landlords 
and tenants; by legislation, custom, education or what'? 
49. 
One student of this problem says that compensation is coming 
even without legislative action. Compensation tor i mprovements 
will become more widely diffused as landlords and tenants learn 
of this method of improving their relations. and as experience 
indicates what adjustments in the compensation provisions should 
be made and which types of provisions are the most valuable. 
But he says, "Compensation will be very slow without legislat-
ion." Sp/ 
Another thinks custom is and will establish the paying ot 
t'ull benefit tor anything put on the farm. 
"One tenant, recently observed, owns the i mprovements on the 
land he rents. The reason that he has a well equipped tarm is 
becattse he knows he will reoeive full beneti t from anything he 
puts on the farm. If pe were in the shape of some tenants, he 
probably would have a very poorly equipped farm." 66/ 
The Aetna Life Insurance Company has studied these results 
and feels that the tenants benefit enough indirectly from 
sources on the farm other than the crops, tba t they provide 
fao111ties to that end, such as hen-houses, stock sheds, adequate 
Harris, Land-Use Planning Publication 14. op. cit. 48 
Harris, Land-Use Publication 14 op .• cit. See also, 
"J'·arm Tenancyn, "An Edi tori al and Two Articles", 
Wallace's Farmer, (July, 1938} 
86/ Schic,kele, Rainer. op. oi t. 
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tenoing ot pastures and garden plot. Income from sale of such 
products ~ay mean a better plow or cultivator or any other of 
the many things which in the end mean a better orop--in which 
the landlord shares. 87 I . 
Harris, feeling that compensation ia needed, says, "The 
basic philosophy underlying oompensution is mutuali ty. Hutual 
advantage is g iven and mutual responsibility is reqqtred. The 
main objective of eonpensation is to pl ace the tenant-opera tor 
in a position as similar to that of an owner-operator as is 
reasonably possible, with reference to t he organization and 
manager.,ent of tl~e farm, the i mprovements of the farm home, and 
participation in the activities of the community ~'' 88/ 
In another part of this study he states that legislation 
is the principle way in Oklahoma to establish compensation.89/ 
Consideration mi ght be given to legislation such as that 
deemed advisable by t he President's Committee in 1937. They 
reoo:mmended: n (a) Agricultural leases shall be written; 
(b) all improvements made by the tenant and capable o f r emoval 
shall be removable by him a t the terr.ti.nation of th e lease;{c) 
the landlord shall compensate the tenant for specified une:x-
hausted i mprovements which he does no t remove at t he time of 
quitting the holding, provided that for certai n types of im-
provements the prior consent of the landlord be obtained; ( d ) 
87/ Willia.ms, M.B. • Unpublished Citation. Oklahoma Farn 
- Landlord-Tenant Day (1938) 
88/ Harris, Marshall D. • "A Suggested Adjustm.ent in the warm 
Tenancy System." Journal ot Faru Economics, XIX, (Koy. 1937) 
8'iJ/ Ibid. -
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the tenant shall compensate the landlord for any deterioration 
or damage due to factors over whioh the tenant has control, and 
the landlord shall be empowered to prevent continuance or ser-
ious wastage ; {e) adequate records shall be kept of outlays 
tor which either party w.1.11 claim compensation; (f) agricultural 
leases shall be terminable by either party only after due notice 
given at least six months in advance; {g) attar the first year 
payment shall be made tor inconvenienoe or loss sustained by 
the other party by reason ot termination of the lease without 
due cause; (h) the landlord's lien shall be limited during emer-
gencies such as a serious crop failure or sudden fall of prices 
where rental payments are not based upon a sliding scale; (1) 
renting a farm on which the dwelling does not meet certain 
minimum housing and sanitary standards shall be a mi sderneanor, 
though sueh requirements should be extremely moderate and 
limited to things primarily connected with health and sanitation, 
sueh as sanitary outside toilets, screens, tight roots, and 
other reasonable stipulations; (j) landlord and tenant differ-
enoes shall be settled by local boards of arbitlt,a't1on, composed 
of reasonable representatives of both landlordsAani tenants, 
whose decisions sha11 be subjeot to court review when consider-
able sums of r:1oney or problems of legal interpretation are 1n-
·volved." 
These studies tndioate that l eg islation will be needed in 
Oklahoma 1io speed up custom, but education will be needed be-
t ·ore legislation will go over in the right man.ner. 
Another thing that may be hindering compensation is the 
faot that many dispates arise over slight difterenoea regard-
ing valuation and the necessity of any compensating aotions. 
Arbitration is usually thought of as a means of settling 
disputes between two parties. In the case of landlord-tenant 
relations, the two parties would be the tenant and the landlord. 
Many things happen in the course of the relationship of these 
two persons that cause :friction because each feels that he is 
not getting his share of the returns. It has been a prac tioe in 
some oases to place the dispute before two parties selected by 
the landlord and the tenant. Their decisions are considered 
final • 
.Arbitration is used only in cases where a minor difference 
is experienced. Naturally it is limited in its scope because 
ot the slight prej udioe in opinion of either party or the 
unwill ingness of the landlord or tenant to accept the :final 
decision. 
'l'he development of arb1 trat1on procedure is settling 
differences between landlords and tenants is being worked 
on by leaders in the tenancy program. Many of them are dis-
•· 
cussing the question of what kind of difficulties can best 
be handled through arbitration and to what extent such arb1-
tra tion shouJA. be made .manclatory upon both parties. 90/ 
Under foregoing syst a.t arbitration the tenant is 
certainly not controlled aa 1a 'Ule caae in eastern Arkansas, 
the landlord "eontrols the courts, the agencies of law enforce-
ment and can efteoti vely thwart any efforts at organization 
Schiokle, Rainer, ,Journal ot Land and Public Utility 
Eoonomios. op. oi t. 
to protect their meager rights.'' Under this oondi tion, the 
tenant is nearly enslaved and will not take any interest in 
better farm maJJagement program. 91/ 
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Under the English system, in the majority of oases, 
differences between the two parties do not arise, owing to 
concise and complete statues,. explioi t written leases, and 
relatively long-term occupancy. Thus, the majority of landlord 
and tenant problems are settled by mutual agreement. 92/ 
It this does not settle the disagreement, the English law 
oalls tor agricultural valuers which attempt to arrive at an 
equitable adjustment of the differences. In case they do not 
agree, a third is called in. 
'!'his is rnuoh the same system as is being tried in Okla-
homa today. Instead of the difterenoe being decided the land-
lord's way , the tenant has his say-so. It has been definitely 
established that this makes for better agreeraent of the two 
parties in the realms of those things which are not written 
into the lease such as admiration, trust and oontidenoe. 
Variations in Length 
In discussing the problarns involved in establishing se-
ouri ty of tenure in Oklahoma the question arises ,. "What does 
the variation in length ot tenure have to do w1 th securi ty1" 
In ~he tirst place, we realize trorn data previously presented 
that the length ot tenure determines the type of' farming pract-
ices &hat the tenant carries out on the farm. These farming 
91/ wootter, J. R. , "Landlord and Tenant on The Cot ton 
Plantatlon." WPA Di vision ot Social Research. (1938) 
92/ Harris,. M., "Agrioul tural Landlord Tenant Relations in 
England and Wales'' , and Harris, M., and Schepmoes, 
Scotland• s Aoti vi ty in I mproving P's.rm Tenancy." I.and Use 
Planning Publication USDA (Nov. 1936) 
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practices determine the crops he raises. '!'hat is to say, he 
plans his farming on the basis of the length of time he feels 
sure he \'fill be on that _plaoe. There is a correlation between 
poor farming and mobility. Mobility is in most cases assooi-
ated with short tenure. Studies indicate that short tenure 
is conducive to soil depleting, unstable orops whioh do not 
perm! t savings. We can readily oome to the conclusion tram 
this that the length of tenure is based on the security of the 
operator. And we question nore strongly whether short leases 
are desirable. 
One author of the problem has this to say: "Many are 
economically unable to make essential improvement on t heir 
farms, or hesitate to do so because of the danger of losing th 
upon the refusal of the landlords to renew their short leases. 
For the same reason they do not find it worth While to plan 
their short leases. For the same reason they do not find it 
worth while to plan their tarm oper ations tor more than a one-
year period. The lack ot a long-time interest in t heir farms 
results in serious deterioration, negligent tarming , and soil 
erosion. Insecure tena nts tend to be irresponsible citizens. 
Their operations are oharaoterized by a l a ck of long-time 
planning and by inadequate improvements . The system of which 
they are a part is causing an erosion or both t he soil and 
society, the decay of rural communities, and the development 
ot a shitting and shiftless tenantry that is tending to become 
a permanent class. 93/ 
W Harris, 1Aarshall, lournal of Farm Economics. XIX, (Nov. 193'1) 
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Le~th ot lease has definitely bec ome a problem. Studies 
show that 93 per cent of the leases studied were one-year 
leases; 5! per cent were for three years and one and one-half 
per cent for f'iveyears. 94/ 
In the United States farm leases have been predominantly 
of short duration, majority for one year. In Oklahoma as 
shown by the followi ng table, 39 per cent ot the operators 
stay on the :tarm one year or less, 7 per cflnt stay on the 
:f'arm two years or less. 
TABLE 10. 'tenure ot :rarm Opera tors U. s. Census 








One ;year or · less 
Two year s or less 
Three years or less 
Four years or less 
5 to 9 years 
9 years or over 
It is also known that the majority of this 39 per cent 
f 
comes from the eas t ern halt ot the State which is predominant-
ly poor farming area. ~/ 
FIU''ther consequences ot such leasing conditions which a re 
in li ne w1 t h this thought are tba t "many tenan t farmers do not 
properly rotate crops, neither do t hey coordinate their live-
stock and their crop enterprises~ They add only negligible 
quantities of" limestone and tertilizers i n compa rison w1 th 
what they should use , and they do not conservati vely utilize 
the manure produced on the tarm~ They seldom make essential 
physical improvements. Consequently, many tenant f a r ms decrease 
in :tertili ty year after yea r, nl:lny of them are serious l y eroded 
and their buildings and f enoes are i n a poor s tate of r epa ir, '1!!J 
'lJJ._ ·. . See Table & !!." .Land~ se Planning Publioa tion XIV 86, op . oi t. 
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Sanders thinks that this type of insecure renting doesn't 
allow the operator to put savings in the :farming business, 
which is possible only to a limited extent with the prevailing 
crop and renting system. This laok of opportunity to accumulate 
by gradually increasing their investrients in the farm consti-
tutes one ot the most serious drawbacks to the tenure and 
tinanoial progress ot the tenant in this area. 97/ 
Economists must all realize that 1:f' the tenant is "un-
oEirtain ot being able to remain on the fci.rrn tor a number of 
years because of having his rent contract terminated, he does 
not have much incentive to handle livestock.. Also, the live-
stook business as an investinent is a long- time propos1 tion. 
S.took he acquired tor one farm might be decidedly out of plaoe 
on another farm, so he cannot take chances." 98/ 
Therefore, students of the problem :f'eel that short term 
knowledge of what is gcint:; to happen is not t he best for a 
good system of tenancy. 
'fhe question arises, "what causes short term lease." 
The first probably arises out ot the method of paying rent. 
In Oklahoma there are four main types or ways in which a 
landlord is paid tor the use of the land. (1) oash renting 
( 2) 11 ves tock-share ( 3) crop share ( 4) share-cropping. 
97/ Sanders, J.'P., "Economic and Social Aspects of Mobility 
ot Okla. Farmers. OAMC A.gr!. Exp. Sta. Bul .. 195 
98/ Farmer's Bulletin, 1164, op. cit. See also, Johnson, O.R. 
op. oi t. 
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The USDA yearbook for 1938 feels that "tenancy may be 
good or bad depending on the leasing system and other landlord-
tenant relations. 
Ot these four types of leases the "third and fourth" 
share-crop has become the nost customary in Oklahoma.. '?his 
method is built on the basis of year-to-year, hand-to-mouth 
cash orop farming. It has become the customary manner be-
cause of the short term of tenure in which a tenant is able to 
engage in Oklahoma. Cash payment is predominantly for a one 
year set,...up because of the fa.at that ohanging prioes and other 
divisions of the tarm situation cause the amount to get out of 
line with a year• s tir;ie. 
The ''third and fourth" type of rent payment is thought to 
be of much importance by economists. One economist states it 
rather harshly, but there is rea~on to believe that he 1s part-
ly right. 
"Unless the program to adjust land use in the upland 
Cotton Belt can remove one formidable stwnbling block, all 
its charts, t ables , and statistics will not suffice to change 
seriously the fundamental agricultural pattern of this region • 
. 
And that stu.~bling block is all the more difficult to push 
aside, since it is elusive, intangible, a compound of praju .. 
dloe and inertia. It is, to be br.1et; t he traditional "third 
and fourth lease of the cotton South; the custom of setting 
the tenant's rent at one-fourth of the cotton he grows, and 
one-third ot his other crops -
"ETe.n continued and invigorai;ed research, however , will 




f'ormed of improved methods of farm leasing . Nor will an educ-
ation program in these areas be easy to carry o,1t. It must aim 
at changing attitudes and traditions, as well as at giving 
needed 1nf'ormat1on. The third-and-fourth custom possesses all 
the inertia that nearly a century or continued habit can g i va. 
'?he mere spreading or inf'orma tion will not be enough to under-
mine 1 t. "-99/ -
Another cause of short term tenure is the uncertainty on 
the part ot the owner of the tenantts ability and honest . 
When a tenant moves on the farm t here is undoubtedly consider-
able suspicion between the two parties. This cons.ists of a 
laok of :mutual interest and understanding of ability . There-
fore, no arrangements are made tor further partnership. Since 
the tenant t akes the tarm on a one year basis, planning to _,_ 
at the end ot the season, he is likely to go ahead and gets a 
new tarm tor the following year. 
A question arises as to whether the t :rpe of ownership 
has aeything to do with determining the length ot tenure. 
Speculation has oaused this point to be ot considerable !!a-
portance in 'the tenure set-up. Corporation owners • insur-
ance companies, and large land owners ar e continually look-
ing tor- a bU)"er, many ot them being required by law to return 
the tarm back to an owner within seven years. Naturally they 
cannot atford to enter into anything but a short term lease, 
it the tenant has only renting in mind . 
Baker, Zohn, "A flew Lease for A New South". 
Review. ( luly-Aug. 1'938) 
Land Policy 
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Problems Involved In Long Tenure 
From this, some people may conclude that a s hort lease is 
not the best suited to the farm problem. Studies show that 
short leases do not neoessarily imply short tenures. such 
statistics as are now available appear to indicate that in the 
United States tenants under one-year leases have occupied their 
farms leased t'or a greater number of years than those whose 
lease·s · we.re tor longer periods. 100/ This study shows that ttiere 
is even greater reason in the United States than 1n such coun-
tries as England tor short tenures. Land in America changes 
owners mt1oh oore . frequently than land in England does; and the 
short lease has great advantages tor both parties because ot 
1 ts elastioi ty, 
Out ot recent conterenoes sponsored among landlords and 
among tenants ··by the Farm Landlord-Tenant Relations Department 
of the Extension Service, came reoommendations for (1} long-
term tenancy, and ( 2) adoption of written, flexible, long-
term leas.es w:i. th -the option of renewal w1 th ample time to ne-
gotiate renewals. Both landlords and tenant phasi zed tlla t 
.. 
the right attitude between the owt1er and tenant based upon 
(l) a permanent instead of a apeoula ti ve attitude of the 
owner toward 'the fa1·m, ( 2) an interest 'by the tenant in main-
taining and rebuilding the f'arm, and ( 3) mutual regard tor 
the other's rights is basic to proper landlord-tenant relation-
ships. These improved relationships must oome about it greater 
1.00/ !'armers' Bulletin 1164 op. cit. 
seourity tor the tenant, a more permanent agriculture, and, 
tor the owner, a more sa tistaetory investment field in land 
are achieved. 101/ 
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"Some students ot the land question bel ieve tna t e.ven in 
an ideal system of land tenure a considerable proportion ot 
tenancy would be desirable provided that the relatio~ship ot 
landlord and temnt were au.oh as would ins ure good :tarming, the 
conserva tion of the soil. a fair di vision of the product, and 
a progressive O®muni ty lite. ot which the tenant is an essential 
par't.." 102/ 
Students ot the probls realize because or possibilities 
ot better organization that a long length of tenure is needed. 
But, there is not much unanimity or opinion as to the way a 
longer length of tenure can be s ,e;eured. This opens the question 
ot what problems are involved in introducing long term tenure. 
Many think it oan be secured by a long term lease. Ona writer 
says, "a long term lease cannot ti& two men together who other-
wise would not .maintain pleaeant relat-1.ons. And mighty tew 
owners will let three and t'i ve year leases to renters in \fhom 
they do not have tull confidence." 103/ 
One author states his ideas of what is needed by saying: 
":It is not stability per _!!.,. but stab111 ty for the purpose of 
:tao111 ta ting a balanced economic and social development of 
tarm lite, toward which our et:t'orts should be aimed. The 
fundamental problem is to stimul.a te a long-time personal 
101/ Schneider, Graham op. oi t. 
102/ Farmers' Bulletin 116.ft op oi t. 
103/ Roberts, Clarence, Edi tori al in The Farmer s tookma.n. 
(Zuly 1, 1939) 
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interest of both tenant and landlord in the land, the farm home, 
aoo the community. 
It's not long tenure that counts, it's placing the tenant 
in as near the owners situation as possible. England and waiee 
system at first limited the rights of the tenant entirely. 
!heir improvement has been baaed on increasing his rights until 
he is now on the same basis as the owner. 104/ 
"'?he lack ot ditterenee in the average length ot occupancy 
j ' 
supports the above statement that it is the security ot oooupanoy 
rather than the length ot oooupanoy which determines the t7.Pe 
ot farming." 105/ 
And it is the right 1.ype_ ot farming under whatever length 
lease is necessary that has been the aim or studies on the 
subject. 
Indices ot farm homes of owners and tenant operation$ show 
that owners have the best organization and that length of 
tenure or stabil1 ty is in ratio w1 th improvements. 106/ 
If the length ot tenure is in ratio with improvements, 1 t 
seems that length is the thing, not the type of lease. This 
length of tenure oould be had under short term leases or long 
term leases as far as the leases themselves are concerned. 
Olarenoe Roberts continues to say that "the greatest handi-
cap ot many renters is not lack ot a long term lease but the 
lack ot high quality seed; and the lack of business methods in 
1!1!J Land ffse !'ublloatton op. ,olt. 
105/ Land-Use Planning Publioation IX op. oit. 37 & 3B 
106/ c'ensus ot .Agriculture, 15th Edition,. X (19.50 ). 
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dealing with the owner." 107/ 
In other words, the long term lease helps but it will not 
take the place of other things . It is needed only to give 
assuranoe ot further partnership so that the tenant can plan 
his op~ations. 
"Leasing the land for on~ year with the understanding that 
the same ·agre.ement is to be renewed it both parties are sa tis-
tied at the close ot the 7ear is much better than a straight 
year lease. 108/ 
The type ot landlord. his ocoupa tion. his rural or urban 
background, his intent ot ownership and the distance of his 
resid.enoe trom the seem to be 1mpot"tant taotors influencing 
the oharaeter ot leasing arrangements and the security of tenure. 
In analyzi:gg th se various factors and their interrelations, a 
highly significant tact iii r--.ded: "it is not the actual 
length of' past oocupanoy ot a farm by an operator., but his 
anticipated security ot occupancy, which determines land use 
an:l degree or soil oonserva.tion." 109/ 
. -
"Il is too much to expect that a desirable relationship 
can be established merely bf improvement or the lease eontraot, 
but it m'1,at be admitted that since the lease agreement is the 
basis of the relationship between landowner and tenant, a oare-
tul consideration of its terms may have much to do with promot-
ing harmony and mutual sa tista.o t1on, lengthening the period ot 
.107 I Roberts, C1arenoe • op. o1 t .. -
ll!>&1 :rarmers·• Bttlletin ll64 op. cit. See also Land Use Publi-
cation 4a op. oi t,. 
109/ Land-Use Pl~nning Publication IX op. cit. 1 
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oocupanoy, and i mproving the methods of far.ming rented land. 110/ 
Another viewpoint on length is expressed here; Owing to 
the present minimum and maximum regulations as to the length 
of agricultural leases, it appears that the various States 
could require that all agrioul tural leases be drawn tor a period 
ot at least fl ve years,. terminable at the end ot any crop year 
upon the payment ot damages tor disturbance, and further term-
inable without payment tor disturbance when certain obvious 
co ndi ti o.ns exist. m/ 
One ot the major farm problems of this State as elsewhere 
in the United States, then, is to inorease the security of 
farm tenure. About this one f'aot students ot the problem are 
fairly well agreed. But i ·t is not too well agreed, as to the 
most desirable means of bringing about this aeourity. The 
recommendations that have been made may be summarized into 
two important ways in which security of tenure may be achieved: 
(1) by having farm operators become owners, (2) by making 
it possible tor a tenant to feel the assuranoe of being able 
to remain on the same farm tor several years .• " 112/ 
The task then, seems to be one of :finding a new way or 
establishing seouri ty of' tenure and at the same time provide 
110/ !'armers• Bulletin 1164 op. oi t. 
lll/ Land-Use Plan11ing Publieation XIV op. cit. 
il2/ Se$ Report of President's . ttee, (Feb. 1937), "Yarm 
Tenancy'·'; "Collapse ot Cotton ·Tenancy" by Charles S. 
Johnson, et al, University ot North Carolina Press; and 
"Tenancy Problems and Research .Needs in the !Jr.iddlewe.st," 
by Sohickele, Journal or Farm Economics, {February 1937) 
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a means tor general enlightenment concerning old and new pro-
posals and thereby gradually improve the situation. 113/ 
113/ 1ielao~ Eater , '''rhe Land Tenure Problem in Oklahona, n 




All tenancy in Oklahoma continues to grow, the problems 
or acquiring the use of a tarm become nore complicated. Al-
though in some areas the rate or tenancy is declining, mobility 
continues to shO\v that f armers are not using farms in the proper 
manner . In the better farming areas there is lass mobility. 
In the poorer farming areas the .qpposi te condition exists. 
Recent studies in Oklahoma correlate high rnob111 ty, high rate 
of tenancy and poor type-of-farming area, as well as poor type 
:f'armi ng. But this high rate ot tenancy is thoug.b.th n some to 
not be an indication ot the true agrioul tural situation. · Still 
the fact remains that under present oonditions it is hard for 
tenants to find prop er farms on which to make a 11 ving. 
This increase seems to be caused by the fact that there 
are no new frontiers to be opened and the tact that the spread 
between prio ot :t'arm and the actual return is rapidly widening 
due to speculation. It is thought that the reason for the 
eastern poor farming sections decline, is the tact that bet1,yeen 
1920 am 1930 possibilities ot receiving credit oaused many-
tarmers to buy at speculative prices. Later farmers had to leave 
this area because a living could not be made above the pay-
ments on the farm. 
PROBL.ID!B CONDUCIVE TO HIGH RATE OF TENANCY 
There are many problems conducive to this high rate of 
tenancy. The first one, seleotion o:t' a farm, seems to have 
real bearing on the tenanoy situation. Statistics show that 
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in the areas tha t we think of as better farming areas , more 
cash leases are found. These are associated for this reason 
with more oare and selection. It is easy to see from this 
that the selection of a farm plays an i mportant part in keep 
ing down the rate,of tenancy. 
One ot the main problems in the selection of f a r ms is 
the size. Studies in Oklahoma a nd others relating to the 
southern section show that most farms in this area are of 
uneconomic size. Size depends more on the type-of-farming 
area than on the tenure of the operator. Thus the size of a 
farm to perm! t saving in any part of' Oklahoma depends on the 
type of farming in that area. 
Relation of' Land to Rate of' Tenancy 
It has been found that in any oerta1n locality, the 
land determines the type-or-farming area, that the t ype-of-
!'arming area determines the crops, that the or ops determine 
the type of tenure, and that the type of tenure is related to 
stability. We see trom t his sinoe stability plays a big part 
in determining the rate of tenancy that the land takes its 
place as an influence. Studies show that f ai lure of tenants 
to make a living and pay for a. farm is complicated by the 
physical limitations of the land in that area. The tenant is 
regulated in type and size of organization for better f arming 
by these physical limitations. The type of lease plays a 
considerable part in t his case but it is determined by the 
type of area. 'fhe same oase applies to the t ype of l andlord. 
He is governed mostly in this case by the land. 
67. 
Influence of Method of Renting on the Rate of Tenancy 
.Farming where a high per oent of the farm is in cash 
soil depleting crops is..d..ue to the size and the size is due to 
the type-of-farming area. The type-of-farming area is correlat-
ticwith the high rate of tenancy. This leaves soil depletion 
farming oorrela ted wl th high mobility. High per o ent soil 
depleting crops and high mobility are associated with Oklahoma's 
leading method ot renting in the poor farming areas, the "third 
and fourth" lease. The eastern half of Oklahoma is predomi-
nant in cash orops, "third and fourth" leases, high per cent 
soil depleting crops, high per cent ot mobility, poor farming 
area, and high rate of tenancy. 
Organization as a !'actor 
It has been round that tenants tend to grow oaah crops 
whieh a.re associated vii th soil depletion. The degree ot 
erosion, wh.ioh goes hand in hand w1 th the per cent of mooil-
i ty and the rate of te~ancy~ is regulated by the wa.y the farm 
is organized tor growing soil saving and building crops .. It 
is thought that in certain localities and type-of-farming 
areas there IllUSt be a shit t away from one-crop farming to 
di versified farming. The length of occupancy is quite often 
reflected in the method s of land use and of farming in g eneral. 
The length of oooupB.JlCY rr.i ves some indication of the relative 
stabil1ty or tenancy which, in turn, somewhat indicates the 
rate of tenancy. 'l'he me thod of organization or the use of the 
land has a direct inf'luenoe on the rate of tenancy. 
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Credit P'acili ties 
Some students of the problem think that credit facilities 
should be increased to all who want to own a farm. But the 
possibility of ownership i r. Oklahoma at present ls low. Too 
many obtain farms that are too high in price in relation to 
earning capacity. Security, training, and experience are 
necessary along with better credit facilities. This is due to 
the fact that the a. verage t&.Plna in Oklahoma are not earning 
large enough total incomes to buy themselves in twenty years 
at normal interest rates. Credit facilities are inwortant in 
decreasing the rate ot tenancy but they are not as i.ro.portant 
as some think. Other things play a considerable part in de-
termining the possibilities of ovmership. 
It has been established that there are many problems 
involved in establishing security of tenure in Oklahoma. 
Variation in length of tenure s e ems to play a considerable 
part in determi ning security. The length of tenure in most 
cases is correlated with the type-of-farming practices. Farm-
ing practices determine the crops from which there is a 
correlation between poor farming and mobility, mobility being 
associated with s hort tenure. This leaves the length of tenure 
being based on the security of the operator. 
Many tenants do not improve their farms because of the 
danger ot not being able to renew their lease. They plan for 
one year at a time. In Oklahoma 39 per cent of the tenants 
are on .the farms under one ye ar . '!'he majority of t his h i gh 
percentage is on poor farms. Short term tenure is evidently 
not desirable. 
The method of paying rent is among the first causes 
associated with short term tenure. The customary ''third 
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and fourth" ot OJ<:lahoma ia a stwnbling block to agriculture. 
There should be a shift to some diversification which includes 
livestock. The uncertainty on the part of the owner of the 
tenant• s ability as they begin negotiations is another cause 
of short term leasos. The type of ownership is still another 
cause. In Oklahoma corporations and speoulative owners, due 
to the reasons for owning the land, cannot enter into anything 
but a short term lease. 
tand Polieiea 
Land policies tor the distribution of public domain in 
the past have permitted the acquisition of large areas , 
mainly tor speculative purposes , by those who had no intention 
of farming. Thia t ype of ownership usually sponsors short 
term exploitative fari.11ing. Land policies r.iust and are chang-
ing from this situation to a policy that will protect the 
interests of society as a whole . Some feel that the absentee 
owner is the cause of the past situation. They think of him 
as an evil, but other studies conclude that he is the victim 
of land policies . To the casual observer there is frequently 
little to choose between the resident and non-resident mmer . 
PROBLEES INVOLVED IN Il{TRODUCING THE LONG TEill ! TENtffiE 
There is a lack of unanimity of opinion among economists 
as to the '>VtlY a long term tenure can be secured. Many think 
long term tenure can be realized by the long term lease. But it 
is not stability per~' 1t is stability for long term interest 
in that farm that counts. Security of occupancy, rather than 
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length of oocupanoy, is what is needed. Leasing with agree-
ment of renewal is concluded to be the best. 
Variations In Length 
Studies indi cate that it is knowledge of leneth, or · 
knowledge of g etting benefit from any practice carried out, 
that gives security. Compensation has not been practiced be-
cause Oklahoma has not removed t he old English law, which 
provides tha t the pernanent improvements cannot be taken oft 
the farm. Europe has taken a step forward by legisla ting com-
pensation with arbitration , as well as other things which enlarge 
the rights of the tenant. 
Compensation 
The amount ot comp ensation is determined by the benefit 
or damage. There is not muoh agreea ent as to exactly how 
compensation can be i mpressed on both landlords and tenant s. 
Studies indicate that education is needed, but legi slation 
must be passed to speed the results of educati on. Many dis-
putes will come out of slight dif:f'icul ties ·which arise. 
Leg islation must also sat up a system of arbitration. 
71. 
CONCLUSION 
These studies indicate that tenancy must be accepted as 
an institution and given refinement through improvement in 
landlord-tenant relationships thereby leading to a greater 
security for the tenant, a more permanent agriculture, and a 
more satisfactory investment field in land for owners. 
These objectives will be made possible through managing the 
farm toward permanent improvement--a policy which pays only 
when the lease is equitably drawn and fully complied with. 
The•rental lease should be drawn or made to promote har-
mony and mutual satisfaction, lengthening of the period ot 
occupancy and improvement in tm method of :farming rented 
land. Farm tenancy is desirable when the relationship of 
owner and tenant is suoh that it will (l) insure good fa:nrr-
ing, ( 2) in~ure the conservation of the soil, ( 3) result in 
fair division of the products; and (4) permit a progressive 
community lite in which the tenant is an essential part. 
Leases should be worked out by the landlord and tenant 
keeping in mind· the kno.m cri.ter1e. with changes to fit local 
conditions. They should be simple as possible but written 
with an .Annual-Automatic Renewal clause which provides that 
the two contracting parties shall come together tor a settle-
ment at some stated place each year, at which time the flex-
ible contract could be eithe r renewed or canceled. This a-
greement should contain a clause specifying that the tenant 
should be compensated tor improvements, the value of which 
would reach beyond his term of tenancy. Usually the value of 
7 ') '-' • 
the improvement to the typical oncoming tenant is considered. 
Likewise, the owner should be protected against unnecessary 
destruction or property. For improved management practices, 
where applicable, a supplementary or sideline enterprise 
should be incorporated with the 1/3 and 1/4 orop-arare rental 
sy:"'tem. Th.is poliey uan be readily adopted on an individual 
farm basis as more stable tenure is attained. 
Of course, the tenant as well as the landowner should 
have ample notification preferably at least six months, it a 
change is contemplated by either party, as an unexpected 
move very often causes considerable expense and disturbance. 
Some feel that without long leases improvement of the 
tarm is impossible. The writers are not of the belief tb:it 
long leases, as such, are the solution to the problems 
attendant to tenancy. Long tenure, not long leases, is the 
real solution. 
If a lease has a year's trial, compensation, and auto-
matic renewal clauses, so t.l:at both the tenant and the land-
lord can have security, the land will be ~proved. Many 
times a tenant might have a long lease, bu~ ..t.1.nd the farm 
unsuitable; if so, he can move. If this tenant were held to 
a long lease he. would work under a hardship fo~ himself, the 
landlord, and the farm. Furthermore, a tenant ' may let the 
farm run down during the closing years of a long lease so that 
no net improvement is obtained. Progress t,we.'.':':J. ~.1::.:timeta 
solution o: the problems attending the building of a per-
agr1cul ture under a high percentage of tenancy wi 11 depend 
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on (l) education of those concerned and the general public 
to the nature of tie problems, (2) determining through re-
search the proper methods ot approach, (3) furtbar education 
of landlords, tenants, and tm general public in 1>b3 results 
of the research, and (4) effectuating tie results of the 
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